This paper proposes an original definition of the exposure to lateral collision in signalized intersections and discusses the results of a real world experiment. This exposure is defined as the duration of situations where the stream that is given the right-of-way goes through the conflict zone while road users are waiting in the cross-traffic approach. This measure, obtained from video sensors, makes it possible to compare different operating conditions such as different traffic signal strategies. The data from a real world experiment is used, where the adaptive real-time strategy CRONOS (ContRol Of Networks by Optimization of Switchovers) and a time-plan strategy with vehicle-actuated ranges alternately controlled an isolated intersection near Paris. Hourly samples with similar traffic volumes are compared and the exposure to lateral collision is different in various areas of the intersection and various traffic conditions for the two strategies. The total exposure under peak hour traffic conditions drops by roughly 5 min per hour with the CRONOS strategy compared to the time-plan strategy, which occurs mostly on entry streams. The results are analyzed through the decomposition of cycles in phase sequences and recommendations are made for traffic control strategies.
Introduction
Over the years, there has been considerable interest in improving signalized intersection control to minimize delays and stops. It has become possible to develop traffic control strategies that can adapt to current traffic conditions in real-time thanks to the advancement of sensors. However little is known about the impact on safety of traffic control strategies, particularly adaptive ones. This paper proposes an original measure of exposure to lateral collisions and evaluates the impact on this exposure of the real-time adaptive traffic control strategy CRONOS. This traffic control strategy -CRONOS stands for ContRol Of Networks by Optimization of Switchoverswas developed in the 1990s (Boillot et al., 2006) and relies on video sensors that provide queue lengths and spatial occupancy rates every second (Aubert et al., 1996) . Its algorithm controls the traffic lights in order to minimize total delay over a shortrange time horizon. The CRONOS strategy was compared to a standard time-plan based control strategy with vehicle-actuated ranges during a real world experiment. The comparisons between strategies in terms of fluidity criteria and environmental impacts have been published previously (Midenet et al., 2004; Boillot et al., 2006) . The present paper deals with a safety comparison.
We introduce an original model to evaluate the exposure to lateral collision in intersections. Our model considers the conditions in which road users go through an intersection with respect to the presence of road users in cross-traffic approaches. An exposure measure is defined that can be automatically estimated from the occupancy data provided by the video sensors. The traffic databases recorded during the CRONOS strategy assessment enable us to obtain quantitative results in a real world setting and to compare the exposure between strategies and between traffic volume conditions.
The next section reviews the methods for road safety analysis in signalized intersections. Section 3 presents our model of road users' exposure to lateral collision in an intersection. Section 4 describes the experimental site and the data. Section 5 presents the experimental results which are discussed in Section 6.
Safety Analysis in Signalized Intersections

Safety in Signalized Intersections
The definition of safety used in this work is the number of collisions expected to occur at a given location per unit of time, where "expected" refers to "the average in the long run if it were possible to freeze all prevailing conditions that affect safety" (Hauer et al., 1988) . Road safety analysis relies traditionally on historical collision data, and its relationship with traffic and roadway characteristics. Some safety performance models provide insights into the causes of collisions in signalized intersections, as they include characteristics of signal control. Greibe (2003) showed that single and rear-end collisions are more frequent in signalized junctions whereas lateral collisions are more frequent in non-signalized ones. Sebastian (1999) addressed left-turn phasing types and showed the positive effect of protected phasing on 142 intersections; the difference according to the type of control strategy (semi-actuated or pre-timed) was not found to be significant. Studies on 52 four-legged intersections in Singapore (Chin and Quddus, 2003; Mitra et al., 2002) showed a negative effect of a high number of phases, and a slightly positive effect of adaptive versus pre-timed strategies.
Focusing on left-turn crashes at 200 signalized intersections in Florida, Wang and Abdel-Aty (2008) found that protected leftturn signal and longer all-red time decrease injury severity.
Proactive methods aim to address the limitations of collision data (Sayed and Zein, 1999; : they rely on more frequent safety-related traffic events to estimate surrogate safety measures. Traffic conflicts have received the most attention and are defined as "observational situation(s) in which two or more road users approach each other in space and time to such an extent that a collision is imminent if their movements remain unchanged" (Amundsen and Hydén, 1977) . Svensson and Hydén (2006) used traffic conflict techniques (Hydén, 1987) and showed that the distribution of the severity of conflicts is different in signalized and non-signalized intersections. Other approaches study conditions known to favour the occurrence of collisions, such as red-light running (Midenet, 2005) .
Exposure to Collision
The concept of exposure has been introduced to "take account of the amount of opportunity for collisions which the driver of the traffic system experiences" (Chapman, 1973) . Archer (2004) defines exposure as a "measure of spatial or temporal duration in the traffic system in relation to the number of dynamic system objects, road users, vehicles, etc". In its most general definition, any necessary situation for a collision to occur can be considered as exposure to a road collision. Exposure is used to compute collision rates τ E = N C /E defined for a given period of time during which N C collisions were observed and exposure was measured as E. The collision rate can be considered as the conditional probability of collision for each unit of exposure (Chapman, 1973) and it depends in the general case on this very exposure. The relationship of safety, measured by N C , to exposure is therefore complex. Nevertheless, experimental studies, using traffic volumes as exposure, show that safety is a monotonically increasing function of exposure (Hauer et al., 1988; Ardekani et al., 2001 ). Exposure control is consequently one of the existing strategies to improve safety.
Exposure to Collision in a Signalized Intersection
Traffic volumes are the most common measure of exposure in intersections and can be derived from known aggregate measures such as hourly directional traffic volumes (Qin et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006) or annual average daily traffic (Elvik et al., 2009 ). Yet, through simple models, they only measure the presence of road users on the road for a given period of time, not their actual simultaneous occurrence: this is a necessary condition for collisions to occur, but with a tenuous connection to collisions. A better measure of exposure should take into account the way road users go through an intersection with respect to other road users with which they could be involved in an interaction that could lead to a collision.
The presence of road users on the cross-traffic approach is a necessary condition to the occurrence of a lateral collision in the conflict zone: when a road user is crossing the conflict zone, there is a chance of lateral collision only if there is at least one road user in the cross-traffic approach. This situation is called a critical situation for lateral collisions and constitutes an eventbased measure of exposure to lateral collision. In signalized intersections, red-light running is a second necessary condition for a collision to happen in the conflict zone. However, the relationship between critical situations and red-light running is complex and will not be investigated in this paper.
This paper investigates the impact of signal control on the occurrences of critical situations. It deals only with exposure to lateral collision and no other type.
Method to Measure and Compare Exposure to Lateral Collision
The exposure to lateral collision for signalized intersections is defined as the temporal duration of critical situations, which occur when the stream that is given right-of-way by the signal goes through the conflict zone while there is at least one road user in the cross-traffic approach. Let us consider a signalized intersection of two one-way roads denoted A and B (see Figure 1) , and a given period T with cumulated traffic volumes V(A) and V(B). Duration Z(A) is the cumulated amount of time during which road users of stream A are crossing the conflict zone within period T : Z(A) is split between exposed flow Y(A) when road users are present in B and non-exposed flow X(A) otherwise.
Y(A) can be further sub-divided by considering whether all the close road users in B -the closest in each lane -are stationary or at least one close road user is moving in B. Y m (A) is the cumulated amount of time during which road users of stream A are crossing the conflict zone when at least one close road user is moving in B. This situation is closer to a conflict than when all road users in B are stationary, and thus closer to the occurrence of a collision. The definitions are symmetric with respect to A and B, and are discussed without mentioning the origin of the stream.
The time period T for integration of the data samples is one hour. One-hour samples are large enough to ensure homogeneous and stable conditions and short enough to guarantee the independence of traffic volumes from traffic control strategies (Midenet et al., 2004; Boillot et al., 2006) . If there is no red light violation, Z is inferior or equal to the sum of green and intergreen (yellow plus all red) periods.
All these durations depend strongly on the speed of the vehicles going through the intersection: the slower the vehicle, the more time it spends in the conflict zone, and the more it contributes to the corresponding durations. The split between X and Y is strongly connected with the situation occurring at onsets of the green signal. There are usually no road users in the cross-traffic approach at the onset of the green signal, so the first instants of Z within the cycle count as X. As soon as the first road user enters the cross-traffic approach, it becomes Y. Any split of Z into X and Y is possible between the extreme situations Z = X and Z = Y; figure 1 shows an example. In our context, the traffic volume can be considered as a measure of the intensity of use of the intersection, and it should be equalized between samples to be compared (Hauer, 1995) . Hourly measures of Y are used to compare different operating conditions with similar hourly traffic volumes on both approaches. Even if the relation between the traffic volume and the exposure is complex and non-linear, the ratio Y/V becomes relevant within hourly sample datasets with similar traffic volumes to take into account the remaining entry volume differences. Volume-normalized measures of exposure are defined by Z V = Z ×V V , Y V = Y ×V V and X V = X ×V V , whereV is the mean hourly volume of the stream for the set of samples.
The Experimental Site and Data
Measures of exposure are obtained through a vehicle interaction analysis system connected to an experimental site. This site is an isolated signalized intersection in the close suburbs of Paris composed of four sub-intersections (see Figure 2 ).
Based on video sensors and communication devices linked to the traffic signal controller, the experimental system enables us to send second-by-second traffic signal state commands to the controller, and to record and replay traffic scenes on the basis of second-by-second traffic measures.
Detection of Critical Situations
The vehicle interaction analysis system processes spatial occupancy measurements provided by the video sensors. As illustrated in Figure 3 , the spatial occupancy information is distributed on a grid of spatial units whose state represent the dynamics of the road users over one second. A rule-based system has been developed to detect groups of moving roads users and to identify critical situations. Durations Z, X, Y and Y m are updated every second depending on the detected situation.
The detection of Y and Y m situations was evaluated for two sub-intersections and four incoming streams. The system proves reliable: the mean precision and recall performance measures are respectively 86 % and 91 % for Y (minima 77 % for both), and 77 % and 85 % for Y m (minima 74 % and 76 %) (see (Saunier and Midenet, 2010) for more details).
Database Constitution
A real world experiment was undertaken in 1998 and 1999 in order to assess the adaptive real-time control strategy CRONOS. The aim was to compare the CRONOS strategy with a time plan strategy with vehicle-actuated ranges, called here the baseline strategy (called the L-STRAT strategy in (Boillot et al., 2006) ). Half-day recordings have been collected over several months during weekdays between 08:00 and 18:30, while one of the two control strategies was controlling the intersection. Each record was split into fixed hourly windows, from [08:00, 09:00] to [17:30, 18:30] . Using estimated total crossing hourly volumes, we defined several classes of traffic conditions. Further details on this experiment can be found in (Midenet et al., 2004; Boillot et al., 2006) .
Looking for situations with statistical differences in terms of exposure to lateral collision, we selected two groups of contrasting traffic conditions: peak hours traffic and fluid traffic. The same time-windows were used for homogeneity in terms of crossing movement: [08:00, 09:00] for peak traffic (P) and [10:00, 11:00] for fluid traffic (F). Hourly volumes per stream for each of the four conflict zones were taken into account for sample selection: outliers were discarded to ensure that the relative difference in mean hourly volume between the two strategies does not exceed 6 % for each traffic condition. Our final dataset includes at least 5 hourly samples for each pair of traffic condition and control strategy, which amounts to a minimum of 20 hours of traffic scenes for each conflict zone.
Infrastructure and Traffic Volume
The experimental site is made up of four double-lane entry approaches and three double-lane outbound legs. The inner area includes four conflict zones and four storage zones for leftturning vehicles. Entry approaches and inner storage zones are controlled by traffic signals; inner storage zones are about 10 m long. The traffic signals are called entry signals (N, S, E and W on Figure 4 ) or inner signals (n, s, e and w on Figure 4 ). Since right-turning vehicles have special links and do not cross the intersection, they are not considered in our study. The main road runs North-South and links Paris to the southern suburbs with high volumes of transit traffic at peak hours. The minor road runs East-West and concerns local traffic with lower volumes. The U-turn volumes are significant along the North-South road. The total traffic is split up into eight crossing movements, denoted by the origin-destinations in square brackets. Manual vehicle counts were carried out thanks to the video recordings and yielded estimations of the mean hourly volumes (see Table 1 ).
For safety reasons and considering the high speed profile on the main road, the control strategies operating on the intersection have to respect the following constraint: an entry signal always turns yellow before the inner signal immediately following does. For instance signal N always turns yellow before signal n does. As a consequence, turning movements are the only movements that can feed into the inner storage zones, except in congestion or queue spillback situations. Naming storage inner zones the same way as the corresponding signal, storage zones w, s, e and n are fed respectively by the movements Table 2 ).
([SS]) and ([ES] + [SS]) (see
The Phasing of the Control Strategies
Storage management and transitions between phases play a key role in our perspective, as they are strongly related to the way Z duration divides up into Y or X durations. The challenge comes from the CRONOS strategy which relies on a real-time optimization module without any pre-defined stage; it looks for the best signal state sequence to apply for the next time steps, considering the set of safety constraints and the objective of reducing total delay.
The Highway Capacity Manual (Transportation Research Board, 2000) defines an interval as a period of time during which all signal states remain constant, and a phase as the part of a cycle allocated to any combination of movements receiving the right-of-way simultaneously during one or more intervals. We define an E-phase (E for entry) as the part of a cycle allocated to any combination of entry streams allowed to enter simultaneously during one or more intervals. Inner signal states may vary during an E-phase. Possible E-phases in our intersection are the following:
• S and N simultaneously; this E-phase is called Φ 1
• E and W simultaneously; this E-phase is called Φ 2
• either S, N, E or W alone
• no entry stream allowed to enter: all red entry period Two additional constraints for control strategies have been identified on this intersection by local traffic engineers: every entry stream has to be given a green period at each cycle (no phase skipping), and each cycle has to include an interval for a reference green state. This state, called RefG state, is defined by entry signals N and S and inner signals n and s in the green state; it occurs during E-phase Φ 1 . The cycle of the intersection can then be defined as the period between a RefG state onset and the next one. The opening offsets between the eight signals (nN, nS, sS, sN, eE, eW, wW and wE) fully describe the phasing sequence of a cycle. The words "opening" and "closing" are used to denote respectively the green onset and the red onset.
We extracted a cycle database from the traffic scene database by selecting the same hourly windows from 8:00 to 11:00 with equal distribution between the two strategies. The two sets of cycles, comprising 1064 samples for the baseline strategy and 1210 samples for the CRONOS strategy, were analyzed through agglomerative hierarchical clustering, using the Euclidean distance on scaled and centred data, and the Ward criteria.
The resulting clusters, called regimes, are presented in Table 3. Each regime is described as a sequence of E-phases and transitions that occur starting from the RefG state onset. We distinguish a full E-phase from a transition on the basis of the duration distribution; median threshold is set to 6 s for all red periods and 5 s for the other E-phases. Only predominant transitions are shown in Table 3 , which usually stand for more than 80 % of the whole cluster. Φ 1 and Φ 2 are present in every regime except one with the CRONOS strategy where Φ 2 is split into two full E-phases; this regime is called "Cr 3st" for "three stages". The CRONOS strategy also creates two regimes with a full S E-phase, and two regimes with long all red transition periods. The predominant regime in both traffic conditions is a Φ 1 -Φ 2 sequence with very short transitions; it is called Cr 0. 41 ± 9 351 ± 26 63 ± 6 31 ± 5 153 ± 9 53 ± 5 40 ± 7 The baseline strategy provides much fewer degrees of freedom since closing offsets Nn, Ee, Ss and Ww are fixed (10 s, 4 s, 3 s and 4 s respectively), and so are the opening offsets eW, sN, wE and nS. The clustering reveals two regimes, including a full S E-phase that occurs mainly in peak traffic conditions.
Experimental Results: Comparison of Exposure
Exposure for the Baseline and CRONOS Strategies
Durations Z and Y for the baseline strategy reflect the influence of stream volumes (see Table 4 ): Z and Y are higher in peak traffic conditions than in fluid traffic conditions, higher for main road streams (S, N, s and n) than for minor road streams, and higher for inner streams than for entry streams. Streams S, s and e produce the highest durations Y whatever the traffic conditions. Duration Y m reaches a high level on entry stream S and represents more than 50 % of the total duration Y.
The two sets of hourly samples are compared using the nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test suited to non Gaussian scarce data. As depicted in Table 5 , the hourly volumes for the inner streams n and e are slightly lower for the CRONOS strategy sample in peak hour conditions. The biggest differences in Z and Z V take place at inner stream e with around two additional minutes of flow for the CRONOS strategy. The number of significant duration differences increases when Y and Y V are considered. For the entry streams, important savings on Y V are achieved when the CRONOS strategy is used on entry S, entry E (peak) and more lightly on entry W (fluid). These benefits correspond to large increases in duration X, meaning that the CRONOS strategy partly converts some exposed flow into unexposed flow. The ratio Y/Z decreases from between 10 % and 18 % on these streams. As for the inner streams, four out of eight volume-normalized differences are significant, with smaller differences than for the entry streams. In stream s, the CRONOS strategy saves more than one minute of exposed flow duration in both traffic conditions. On the other hand two inner streams in fluid conditions, n and e, show slight Y V benefits for the baseline strategy, along with a Z V increase. Differences in Y m are small and not significant except on entry stream S. The absolute difference in Y m on stream S is roughly equal to the absolute difference in Y, meaning that the benefit in Y is achieved through a Y m decrease. The differences in volume-normalized exposed flow durations are indicated in Figure 4 .
Entry Streams
On entry approaches, queues almost always occur during the red period; thus there are always some vehicles ready to flow at the green onset. The conditions that favour unexposed flow for the entry thus depend on the way the conflicting cross-traffic inner storage zone is supplied when the entry stream begins to flow. The key points are the size of the movements that supply the zone and the opening offsets between the signals that control these movements. In the notation of offsets, O(.) and C(.) designate respectively the onset of the green signal and the onset of the red signal.
Main Road: Streams N and S
The inner storage zones w and e are only fed by the leftturning movements from the opposite entries N and S respectively; the extent of these movements is given in Table 2 . The opening offsets O(S )O(N) are depicted in Figure 5 . With the baseline strategy, entry signal N opens 5 s before signal S: the offset exceeds 4 s in three quarters of the total cycles. The storage zone w is supplied with a left-turning movement which is high even in fluid conditions. Due to the 5 s offset, the supply of inner storage zone w begins during the queue discharge of stream S, inducing high Y and Y m levels. The opening offset is more favourable with the CRONOS strategy: the regime Cr 3st (11 % of all cycles) is the only one during which N opens clearly before S, otherwise N opens at the same time as or after S.
This 5 s opening offset does not favour the baseline strategy on the opposite entry N. The whole entry stream E stops at signal n; the opening offset between E and W (5 s as median) is not sufficient for stream E to clear the intersection. In peak hour condition, hourly volume of stream E exceeds the storage zone capacity of zone n; in many cycles a few vehicles behind inner signal e are caught by red signal onset when entry stream N begins to flow. This situation prevents stream N from producing unexposed flow. With the CRONOS strategy, three regimes (36 %) allow the part of stream E that enters the intersection to clear it: Cr AR2, Cr S2 and Cr 3st. In fluid traffic conditions, the overflowing phenomenon does not occur any more but the very low volume of left-turning stream [SS] makes the 5 s opening offset irrelevant.
Minor Road: Streams E and W
The opening offset O(E)O(W) is depicted in Figure 6 . Whereas the CRONOS strategy produces a zero offset except for the three-stage regime Cr 3st (11 %), the baseline strategy induces two contrasting regimes, with W opening 6 s before E under regime Ba S1 preponderant in peak conditions, and the other way around under Ba 0 regime and fluid traffic conditions. This offset accounts for the benefits achieved with the CRONOS strategy for stream E in peak hour condition and for stream W in fluid traffic condition. The reasons why the baseline strategy does not perform better than the CRONOS strategy in the other two cases (E, fluid) and (W, peak) are now analyzed.
Contrary to what happens in the case of the main road, the inner storage zones n and s are supplied by two successive sources. Before the left-turning movements coming from the opposite input stream, a part of the upstream storage turns left: 100 % of storage e supplies n, about 45 % of storage w supplies s. The offsets O(e)C(n) and O(w)C(s) correspond to the time available to the turning upstream storage to clear (see Figure 7) . Whereas the baseline strategy operates with a fixed 8 s O(e)C(n) offset, the CRONOS strategy increases the offset to 14 s in about 30 % of the cases (regimes Cr S1, Cr 3st and Cr AR1). This large offset is linked to the storage volume on zone e: when there are vehicles stored in zone e, the CRONOS strategy tends to increase the time for them to clear. The baseline strategy produces mean cycle duration around 10 s higher 
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P -29 % * * * * * * * -2'39" F -27 % * * * * +38 % * * -1'34" +0'11" cycle duration for the baseline strategy increases the proportion of cycles with a non-zero turning volume on zone w. Stream E propensity to produce unexposed flow is limited, especially in fluid traffic conditions.
Inner Streams
The case of inner streams differs from entry streams to produce unexposed flow at the beginning of a green period as i) inner storage zones may be only partly filled up at the green onset, ii) after storage clearance, supplying the inner zone again may take some time depending on the signal opening offsets and iii) cross-traffic entry approaches are likely to get rapidly supplied at the red onset. The time during which an entry link remains empty after the red onset mainly depends on the traffic volume coming from the neighbouring intersections. It also depends on the control strategy and its commutation decisions, which may have a particular impact in the case of the vehicleactuated baseline strategy. In a previous publication (Boillot et al., 2006) , we defined the "red but nobody" period per cycle as the number of seconds in a cycle between the red onset and the presence of the first vehicle on the entry link, as detected by the video sensor. We showed that the hourly "red but nobody" duration summed over the four entry links is higher for the CRONOS strategy (see Table 6 ).
The mean "red but nobody" period for streams n and s is high on their cross-traffic links, but producing unexposed flow also requires that these streams are ready to flow at the green onset. The probability of these inner zones not being empty at the end of the red period is higher with the baseline strategy. Indeed, the whole flow volume [ES] (resp. ([WN]+[NN] )] always gets caught behind signal n (resp. signal s) during the red period, which is not the case with regime Cr 3st of the CRONOS strategy. The higher mean cycle duration for the baseline strategy induces higher storage volumes. After storage clearance at the green onset, the storage zone is supplied again by the direct upstream entry, after a time gap that depends on the opening offset The box widths are proportional to the square-roots of the number of observations. The whiskers extend to the most extreme point which is no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box. The box widths are proportional to the square-roots of the number of observations. The whiskers extend to the most extreme point which is no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box.
Whereas signal N opens before signal n in three quarters of the cases with the baseline strategy, it never happens with the CRONOS strategy. Under regimes Cr AR2 and Cr S2 (30 % of all cycles) signal N opens more than 10 s after signal n in three quarters of the cases; there is a large time gap during which the volume clearing signal n is likely to be very low or null. This leads to a production of exposed flow which is slightly but significantly higher for the CRONOS strategy in fluid conditions. The situation is the contrary for stream s: with the baseline strategy signal, S opens mostly more than 8 s after signal s, whereas the offset is 5 s shorter (difference in median) with the CRONOS strategy. Being supplied quite late by the large volume entry flow S with the baseline strategy, inner stream s does not flow during the "red but nobody" period of cross-traffic en- The box widths are proportional to the square-roots of the number of observations. The whiskers extend to the most extreme point which is no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box. try link E and produces a higher level of exposed flow. As for streams w and e, the "red but nobody" periods of the cross-traffic entry link are too short to enable substantial unexposed flow, especially for inner stream w. Even if the opening offset between W and w is also very short with the CRONOS strategy, the difference in exposed flow is small and not significant. The situation is more complex for stream e as the exposed flow difference reveals a small but significant increase for the CRONOS strategy. This result is difficult to interpret as stream e produces the highest difference in volume-normalized Z V du- The box widths are proportional to the square-roots of the number of observations. The whiskers extend to the most extreme point which is no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box.
ration. Moreover the conflict zone downstream signals e and N merges with storage zone n because of the lack of outbound leg. Storage n spreads over the conflict zone and often overflows on storage zone e and the automatic detection system described in 4.1 has trouble discriminating between unexposed and exposed flows.
Discussion
On the studied intersection, a traffic control strategy may decrease the exposure of road users to lateral collision with road users from a cross-traffic stream. For entries, the key to decrease the exposure to lateral collision is to empty the inner storage zones and slow their replenishment. For inner streams, benefits are less frequent and more limited in scope because they require a low volume of the cross-traffic entry and enough volume quickly at the green onset for the inner stream.
The Relationship to Safety
Is it possible to conclude from a decrease in the measure of exposure Y to an improvement in safety? Answering this question is difficult as safety depends not only on exposure, but also on its temporal distribution in the signal cycles. Two safetyrelated factors are indeed not evenly distributed in the signal cycles. First, even if the relationship is not well known (Hauer, 2009) , speed contributes to the probability of getting involved in a collision, directly and indirectly through red-light running (Elmitiny et al., 2010) . Speeds are low at the beginning of the green period, during queue discharge, and are higher at the end when traffic is free flowing. Speed information was not available in this experiment. Second, red-light running is a necessary condition for a lateral collision to occur between a road user crossing the conflict zone and another road user running the red light. These violations occur mainly at the beginning of the red period (Zimmerman and Bonneson, 2005) , and less frequently as early starts at the end (Chiou and Chang, 2010) .
There is no reason to think that the distribution of exposure within signal cycles is the same for the two control strategies. For example, the baseline strategy is vehicle-actuated while the CRONOS strategy is not, and this could increase the exposed flow at the end of the green period if vehicles arrive steadily, when there is likely to be vehicles in the cross-traffic storage zone. The exact relationship of speed, red-light running, exposure, its temporal distribution, and safety is not known at this point. For the rest of the discussion, we will assume that large enough decreases in the measured exposure Y translate into decreases in the expected number of lateral collisions, i.e. safety improvements. In particular, statistically significant differences for entries amount to relative differences between 19 % and 36 % (see Table 5 ). Under this assumption, several recommendations are made in the next sub-section.
Recommendations for Traffic Control Strategies
Our definition of exposure to lateral collision can be applied to any kind of intersection. However, the results in terms of the comparison between the two strategies cannot be generalized easily. In particular, the analysis proposed in section 5 applies only to intersections with protected left-turn movements. The following reasons explain why the CRONOS strategy improves upon the baseline strategy:
• It has short cycles, so fewer road users are stopped in storage zones and there are more opportunities for "red but nobody" at the beginning of the red phase.
• Measuring road users' stops, including in the intersection inner area, makes it possible to manage and minimize the number of stopped road users.
• The opening and closing offsets for traffic signals are not imposed and fluctuate from cycle to cycle. These offsets often have bimodal distributions, one mode around zero, the other with very large offsets for specific regimes. In this way, the CRONOS strategy avoids unfavourable cases, like for example the increased exposed flow with the baseline strategy on the S entry, which is mostly caused by the 5 s opening offset O(S )O(N).
These features are related to the high level of adaptiveness of the CRONOS strategy to traffic dynamics. As such, they would yield similar advantages in any intersection with protected leftturn movements, whether controlled in isolation or as part of a network. Even if favouring short cycles is a recommendation that can be followed whatever the type of control strategy, our results show that there are additional advantages for an adaptive strategy that focuses on the real-time optimization of delays using sensors that provide information about stops and queues. Furthermore, the CRONOS strategy could be modified to take explicitly into account road users' exposure to lateral collisions. The CRONOS strategy estimates the near future signal states by optimizing a global criterion -the total delay in our experiment -while complying with safety constraints on signal state durations and correlations. Bus priority has been already implemented within this control strategy by adding constraints to extend the green duration in case of a bus arrival at a stop line or to switch as soon as possible to green in order to minimize bus delay. Similarly, real-time explicit constraints on the range of the switchovers (green and red onsets) can be added to the optimization done by the CRONOS strategy. An additional goal could be to maximize unexposed crossing of the conflict zone by monitoring the conflicting streams.
Conclusion
The real-time adaptive strategy CRONOS is compared to a baseline time plan strategy with vehicle-actuated ranges in terms of duration of exposure to lateral collision. The mean hourly durations for the two strategies are significantly different in various areas of the experimental intersection. In particular, the exposure in peak traffic conditions drops by roughly 5 min with the CRONOS strategy, mostly on the entry streams. The features of the CRONOS strategy responsible for these results come from its use of stop detection and its advanced level of adaptativeness to traffic. This supports the argument that such a strategy would reduce the exposure to lateral collision in most signalized intersections with protected left-turn movements. This paper opens perspectives for the inclusion of realtime safety constraints and objectives in adaptive strategies. Traditional exposure control, i.e. reducing motorized travel, is known to be a difficult strategy: this work shows that there are ways to control exposure to collision while meeting an equal amount of demand and reducing delays.
This study also deals with an original approach to study the exposure of road users to lateral collision in an intersection. Future work on that topic will rely on traffic monitoring techniques, in particular using video sensors, to obtain all road users' trajectories (Saunier and Sayed, 2006) . Such microscopic data makes it possible to develop and automatically compute robust exposure and safety measures, such as the probability of collision and the time to collision . The severity of all traffic interactions can be thus estimated to study their relationship to safety and analyze the whole continuum of interactions, from "normal" situations, typically used as exposure, to the most severe, conflicts and collisions, typically used as safety indicators. This will help to design better surrogate safety measures and to better understand collision processes.
